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Reality Distance

Speakers of English can show the difference between reality (close to the speaker)
and unreality (distant from the speaker). The speaker always occupies reality.

Task 1. Look at these examples.

Reality Unreal

1. I can’t drive. I wish I could drive.
2. I went to John’s party last Friday. I wish I hadn’t gone to the party.
3. He smokes. I think he won’t I wish he would stop smoking.
   stop smoking.

Notice the change in the verb forms.

1. close modal – can't distant modal – could
2. ‘Simple Past’ ‘Past Perfect’
3. close modal - won’t distant modal – would

Task 2. Look at these sentences about the speaker’s ‘unreality’ – write sentences 
 about their reality.

1. I wish I could swim. Eg. I can’t swim.
2. It’s time you were in bed.
3. If I hadn’t been driving so fast, I wouldn’t have crashed the car. 
    It’s a complete write off.
4. If I were you I’d marry her quick before someone else does.
5. I’d help you if I could.
6. I’d love to go but………….
7. I wish I didn’t have to go to the dentist.
8. I wish it would stop raining – I’m so bored.
9. If it was raining we’d be in real trouble stuck on this mountain.
10. I really wanted to go to the party tonight.

Unreality (distant from reality) is shown by distant modals (eg would) and distant
(‘past’) verb forms. Unreality in the past is shown by the ‘Past Perfect’.

To show reality use ‘Present’ Verb forms. 
To show unreality use Distant verb forms and Distant modal verbs and words like 
‘if’ and ‘wish’.
To show unreality in the past use the Past Perfect and words like ‘if’ and ‘wish’.
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Key

1. I wish I could swim.       Eg. I can’t swim.
2. It’s time you were in bed.     You are not in bed
3. If I hadn’t been driving so fast, I wouldn’t have crashed the car. 
    It’s a complete write off. I was driving too fast and I crashed my car
4. If I were you I’d marry her quick before someone else does. 

     I'm not you and I can't marry her
5. I’d help you if I could. I can help you
6. I’d love to go but………….     I can't go/won't go
7. I wish I didn’t have to go to the dentist.      I have to go to the dentist
8. I wish it would stop raining – I’m so bored.              It won't stop raining
9. If it was raining we’d be in real trouble stuck on this mountain.

  It isn't raining so we aren't in real trouble
10. I really wanted to go to the party tonight.       I can't go


